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What is Source?
Karen Kent, RPA Board President
What is Source? What motivates us to do what
we do as practitioners? Is it all about the fact we
are certified or planning to become certified that
motivates us? Is it about having a specific outcome
for our clients? Is it about being credentialed? Is
there some inner energy that drives us?
When we are aligned with our intention, we get out
of our own way and let the process happen. Yes, we evaluate what
works and what doesn’t work. But we have to get back to our intention
in order to stay focused. Carlos Castenada wrote: ”Intent is a force
that exists in the universe. When sorcerers (those who live of the
Source) beckon intent, it comes to them and sets up the path for
attainment, which means that sorcerers always accomplish what they
set out to do.”
Over five years ago, the Repatterning Practitioners Association was
established with the intent to support and certify practitioners of the
Resonance Repatterning® system. While there have been changes
to the certification process, we have grown into a professional,
credentialed association. Many volunteers have given up a lot of their
time to support students in the journey of the certification process.
A lot of intention has gone into helping others become certified and
support for them once they are certified.
I am really pleased to see the Ethics document completed and
available for practitioners to sign. This document validates and upholds
a level of standard that the Association supports in all practitioners.
It comes at a time when the Board is updating many of its policies,
vision, and services in the Association. Since the Board retreat in
March this year, we have looked at Capacity Building at the Board
level. To this extent, we are updating the bylaws, we have opened
up seats on the Board for non-RR trained individuals, and recently
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updated the Student Practitioner Lapsed policy and the Certified
Practitioner reinstatement policy. We are also looking at our budget
and have voted to cease the production of the Journal in this current
format. It was a big decision that was mostly dictated by its cost to
produce. We will move the Journal into a blog/magazine format. We
are hoping this new format will be more user-friendly for members
to be able to distribute articles with their clients. This format
will also allow the general public to view online areas of interest
amongst our Resonance Repatterning practitioners.
All of these intentions are coming to fruition and it is extremely
rewarding to be working with this Board who are willing to be part
of bringing the Association to a new level of creative endeavor for
support of certified practitioners. Our goal, our intent, is to support
the membership by having structures in place and to meet your
needs more than we ever have. We set out to accomplish a viable
Association. We will continue to do so but we need support from
the membership to better serve the membership. Connecting your
intention and what your needs are from the Association, please
consider volunteering on any committee. Help us help and support
you. Help us help each other. Volunteer now! In the words of Albert
Schweitzer:
“I don’t know what your destiny will be, but one thing I do know:
The only ones among you who will be really happy are those who
have sought and found how to serve.”
Come serve in your Association. Help and support your peers by
giving your talents to the RPA. What ideas and solutions do you
have that will benefit each of us? What motivates you to connect
and support your peers? While we are finding solutions to ‘fit’ into
the new technology, we need solutions and “doers” to help keep
us feeling connected with each other. Please contact me with your
solutions and plans for supporting our community.
Karen Kent, President, RPA
windsorholistichealth@gmail.com
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Journal Becomes a Blog Magazine
by Sally Herr,
Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, Portland, Maine, RPA Journal Chair

T

he RPA Board has voted to change the format of the Journal into
a Blog Magazine as of February 2011. The Board intends to make

the Blog Magazine available to the general public by interfacing with
the repatterning.org web site, the RPA Association’s general public
website. This has many advantages to our members.
Currently members receive the Journal as a benefit and it is kept
password protected at the website as a result. Instead, a blog
magazine format gives members a new, more powerful membership
benefit — the possibility of being published online for public visibility.
The Resonance Repatterning Association is mandated to help with
and teach it’s members the latest marketing techniques. In the last
two years the biggest marketing trend is to strategically participate in
online social media in ways that position a person or a company as a
thought leader in their field. As more and more people leave traditional
print advertising behind, including the yellow pages, and turn instead
to finding information online, it is essential for practitioners to have a
variety of places where they can contribute in a meaningful way and
meet new people that are looking for their services. Leaving comments
at the RPA blog magazine posts or becoming a contributor in the
Journal blog will provide a member with high visibility and credibility.
Let me give you an example about how the magazine can help
you promote your services and events. Let’s say you do group
repatternings in a group telephone conference format. Let’s say
you are working on the theme of making peace with your family.
We all understand that people like to buy, but they hate being sold
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to. Instead of announcing your event in an ad—which is a turn off,
you write about making peace with your family—you give away
something for free. In that article, you will mention something that
happened in one of your telephone calls format. (If it is not about
you, you will need get written permission from that person.) In the
comment section, someone says that they attend these group calls
and they love what you are doing!!! The say something you could not
possibly say about yourself. Someone else sees that and they want
to participate in what you do, too. Then someone Googles your name
and sees your article, as well as what your fan says about you.
A lot of companies and associations are taking a similar approach.
Associations which are similar to ours that have similar blogs,
including www.Noetic., and www.IntegralLife.com. I suggest
you look at some of these blogs to see how slick we, too, can look.
This is a trend that is just beginning. In two years, we will look like
visionaries.
There are a lot of considerations at this time. The primary concern for
me, the chair of the Journal Committee, is educating the association
members as to how to contribute to our magazine. We plan to
sponsor a seminar as to how to make contributions to our WordPress.
com magazine. At the time of this writing the committee is working
out how to edit and format this new magazine.
The Board and the Journal Committee welcome your comments about
this transition.
Sally Herr
Chair of the Journal Committee
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Source According to the Enneagram

Oscar Ichazo’s Enneagram of the Holy Ideas, enneagraminstitute.com

Source According to
the Enneagram
By Laura Frisbie, M.Ed., Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, Asheville, NC

B

efore I begin with the Enneagram, I want to say that my concrete
experience of connection with Source is through Resonance

RepatterningTM sessions. Whatever it is that guides muscle-checking
demonstrates to me that there is so much more to us than our
personalities. Similarly, there is the shift, the “Ah Ha!” —the light-filled
break-through. For me, that IS Source, speaking to me and through
me, as me.
Another of many ways to define Source is as our “essential nature”—
our innate, unconditioned, unpatterned consciousness, “who we are
when we are free of influence from the past.”

1

(Note: All quotes in

this article are from The Spiritual Dimensions of the Enneagram: Nine
Faces of the Soul by Sandra Maitri.)
The Enneagram “relates to the inner experience of the human
psyche.”1 According to the Enneagram, Source has multiple aspects,
nine “Holy Ideas”—each of which link with one of nine personality
types. Each of the nine personality types with its Holy Idea represents
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an “Ennea-type.” Each of us is born “containing” all nine of the Ennea-types
but with a specific sensitivity (we would say resonance) with one of the nine
Ennea-types.
Our Ennea-type (Holy Idea-Personality) forms our individual “fundamental
delusion about the nature of reality that forms the core of our structure.”1
Ultra-micro summary of the theory of the Enneagram
●

The Enneagram identifies nine distinct Aspects, or Holy Ideas, of

Source. Source can be loosely referred to as essential experience,

Oscar Ichazo’s Enneagram of the Holy Ideas, enneagraminstitute.com

Essence, True Nature, or Being. We are each born with our particular
vulnerability, weakness, blind spot, or instability (what we might call
non-coherence) around a specific Aspect of Source.
●

As a child develops, different Aspects of Essence have predominant

stages. Disruptions and traumas that occur during that developmental
stage weaken our relationship to it. “These disruptions become part of
the history stored in our bodies and souls.”1
●

Our parents (being only human, after all) typically live in the delusion

of their personalities, disconnected from Source. They do not resonate
with Essence, True Nature or Being. They cannot express or model it or
perceive it in their young child, nor can they hold it or mirror it for the
child. They cannot affirm for the child the value of the child’s Essential
True Nature.

8
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●

The inevitable process of early childhood is to develop a personality.

Our personality develops in combination of entrainment with our
innate blind spot around one particular Aspect of Source, our parents,
and the disruptions and traumas we experience. A core teaching of the
Enneagram is that our personality is fundamentally a non-coherent
pattern.
●

The personality pattern, (Ennea-type) “is at its core a felt sense of

deficiency.”1 (And accurately so, since connection with True Nature has
been lost.) The psyche becomes more and more “fixated” or trapped
in the delusion of the personality as the way out of its suffering. Our
individual True Nature slowly becomes invisible to us; we lose contact
with Essence (or Source) and identify with personality.
“Personality is a sense of self lacking its ground—Essence— so
”it” can only feel deficient. Ego deficiency, “a sense of being
valueless, worthless, small, and weak, of feeling completely
helpless, impotent, inadequate, ineffective, and suspended
without support, forms the deepest layer and experience of the
personality.”
●

The personality idealizes the lost Aspect and then attempts to

emulate it. For example, Ennea-type Nine represents the lost
Aspect of Holy Love and so identifies with self as the loving/lovable
“Peacemaker.” (More on each type below)
●

“Truly grasping the Holy Ideas experientially confronts us with how

far we are from living in alignment with their perspectives, revealing
the full extent of our estrangement from our depths. True change,
however, is impossible without this kind of confrontation.”
The more we identify with our personalities, the further removed from
Source we become. Conversely, the more aware of our personalities we are
(or the more identified with BEING that which has a personality we are), the
more we are connected to Source. Yet another way to put it: the more we
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identify with our inner depths, essential experiences, and True Natures, the
more we resource the unifying, higher truths of Source and therefore, the
less needy we feel for the strategies and compensations of our personalities
and the less we are at the mercy of our personalities’ unconscious patterns.
The Enneagram is referred to as a universal symbol. Each point is
interconnected and there is a movement pattern. The diagram below shows
the personality type (or fixation) in place of the diagram showing the Holy
Ideas above. I understand the Enneagram as a tool, similar to the way the
wheel of Chinese Five Elements is a tool. Where the Five Elements serves
as a dynamic map of creation, the Enneagram serves as a dynamic map
of human consciousness. (Or, depending on the degree of identity with
personality, human unconsciousness.)
“The Enneagram is made up of an inner triangle linking points Nine, Six, and
Three, and an outer shape formed by the linking of Points One, Four, Two,
Eight, Five, and Seven. The inner triangle is separate.”1

Image ©2004 Penny J. Whillans. All Rights Reserved ‐ Canadian Institute for Enneagram Studies.

Image ©2004 Penny J. Whillans. All Rights Reserved - Canadian Institute
www.canadianenneagram.ca
Printed with Permission Printed with Permission
for Enneagram
Studies. www.canadianenneagram.ca
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The Inner Triangle
Point Nine/Holy Love/Peacemaker is at the top, as the “mother of all
types because it is common to all types in that it represents the principle
of estrangement from our True Natures.”1 For that reason, I go into some
depth here and provide shorter descriptions of the other types, which are
“differentiations of this fundamental archetype of personality.”1
“Since what is most real (True Nature) was indeed not sufficiently paid
attention to …the impression of not being personally attended to is strongly
imprinted in every Nine’s soul. Something almost completely universal—the
(parent’s) lack of attunement to True Nature—is thus taken very personally
by Nines. They come to the conclusion that ’Because my parents are not
attuned to my depths, which is who I am, I must not be important and so it
is clear that I am fundamentally insignificant.’”1
Nines lose connection with Holy Love and turn away from themselves, falling
asleep to their deepest nature. To a nine, “it seems …that the goodness of
life can be in one place and not in another, in certain situations, in certain
people, and not in others. This allows the belief that she is not made of love
and inherently lovable. Others appear lovable and to enjoy the sweetness
of life while she perceives herself as outside of the goodness of life and as
not valuable, significant, meaningful, or worthwhile.”1 Nines feel “not good
enough” and neglect themselves either by doing for others or by being lazy
and not present.
Now we can see how the rest of the Ennea-types are an attempt to
compensate for a “felt core state of deficiency.” I call it “looking for Self in all
the wrong places.”
Point Six/Holy Faith/Loyalist
Point Nine’s delusion of lacking value and feeling excluded from belonging
to the sweetness of life develops into a fear of being without support and
guidance at Point Six. Point Six, missing the Aspect of Faith, substitutes
strategies of belonging and being loyal (faithful) to some aspect of society.
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Point Three/Holy Law, Holy Hope/Achiever
The need for belonging drives the personality into becoming the “proverbial
self-made man or woman” achievement orientation of Point Three. Image,
being valuable or worthwhile, is the overriding concern at the expense of
authenticity.
The Outer Circle
Given the desperate need to appear and feel worthwhile--in order to belong
and experience support and guidance—it follows that it is of the utmost
importance to “be and do things right.”
Point One/ Holy Perfection/Reformer
Ennea-type One attempts to make self and others perfect. Since one
cannot be perfect, it leads to feeling sinful and deeply flawed. Point One’s
perfectionism develops into the melodramatic “specialness” of Type Four.
Point Four/ Holy Origin/Individualist
Ennea-type Four is consumed by tragic and hopeless yearning, an inability to
connect with an inner wellspring. She reaches toward others for connection
but feels hurt and abandoned and nothing ever soothes adequately. This
leads her to the Type Two dependency on the love of another.
Point Two/Holy Will/Helper
Ennea-type Two cannot resolve her sense of estrangement from her own
depths. Romantic love seems to be the solution but her dependency allows
her to degenerate into a weak, obsequious doormat.
Point Eight/Holy Truth/Challenger
Disillusioned with the unsatisfactory price of love, Point Two develops into
Ennea-type Eight: strong instead of weak, in charge, tough and controlling,
and grabbing instead of manipulating to get what is wanted. This strategy
eventually becomes tiresome and lonely and leads to the next move.

1 2
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Point Five/Holy Omniscience/Investigator
Ennea-type Five has concluded that passionate engagement in life leaves
only pain and emptiness so withdrawal and observing from a safe distance
seems the ticket. Knowledge looks like something worthwhile to pursue but
it unfortunately leads to the remote mental abstractions and schemas of
Type Seven.
Point Seven/Holy Plan/Enthusiast
Ennea-type Seven can be found charting, mapping and planning the path to
fulfillment. (Which seems more promising than the isolation of knowledge.)
Now there is an enthused sense of how things could be, how things ought to
be, and a rather militant do-gooder takes shape. And this, of course, leads
us full circle, back to the perfectionism and rightness of Point One.
I must emphasize that I can only approximate an accurate description in this
abbreviated format.
On a personal note, I am happy to report that I have experienced a great
deal of liberation from the delusional grip of my PAINful Fourness (the
reward of my isolated Point Five Investigations into the Enneagram).

What is the point of all these Points?
The point is that if we were to resonate with the Nine Holy Ideas, we would
be free of identifying with the maneuvering and delusion of our personalities.
The point is that we are made of Source (but we miss the point!)
These are only the briefest of descriptions of the Nine Holy Ideas. I felt it
was important to at least give mention (and a more satisfying conclusion)
with a list of the “coherent” Aspects of Source (since Source was the primary
motivating idea for the issue and for this article.) Enjoy!
9) Holy Love – “All existence is beneficent and loving and we are each
made out of and are expressions of that love.” Reality, the universe, is
equally good everywhere at every time so you can let go and trust it.
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1) Holy Perfection – “The fundamental nature of everything (and us)
is inherently perfect, good, and positive.” So there is no need for anxiety
around enforcing rules and standards.
2) Holy Will – “The universe has its own direction and momentum in
its unfoldment. So do our lives and each of us is part of the Divine Will.”
Therefore individual “willfulness” is wasted energy.
3) Holy Law – “All that happens is part of the changing pattern of the
universe and nothing and no one is separate from the whole.” So relax, it’s
not up to you to figure it out and make it work.
4) Holy Origin – “True Nature is the Source of all manifestation and the
self is an inseparable part of True Nature.” There is no separate special and
unique self that can function as Source.
5) Holy Omniscience – “Each of us is an inseparable part of the whole
fabric of reality and boundaries are not ultimate.” Therefore a sense of
separation and isolation is erroneous.
6) Holy Faith – A direct experience of being supported by the goodness of
reality, that one’s “inner nature is essence and this sustains us and gives us
trust in Reality as a Whole.” In contrast to trust or distrust in authorities or
beliefs.
7) Holy Plan –“There is inherent logic and progression in the unfoldment
of the human soul toward self-realization (like the caterpillar into the
butterfly).” Unfoldment happens only in the Present, not in planning, or past,
or future.
8) Holy Truth –“There is no duality, only unity.” Everything and everybody
is connected and no one can claim “THE” truth.
Footnote: 1Maitri, Sandra. The Spiritual Dimensions of the Enneagram: Nine
Faces of the Soul. New York, NY: Penguin Putnam, Inc., 2000. All quotes in
this article refer to this source.)
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Laura Frisbie (Ennea-type Four with a Five Wing) has so much
appreciation for the possibilities of repatterning Ennea-types that she
is writing Repatternings for the Nine Ennea-types.
©2010 Laura Frisbie, M.Ed.

Laura Frisbie, M.Ed.

Is the fear of
abandonment
holding you
back?

Specializing in phone
sessions for abandonment
issues, anxiety, insecurity,
and depression
Laura Frisbie, M.Ed., Certified since 2000
www.beat-depression-naturally.com

Please click on this link to see an
online listing of
Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioners.
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connection to Source
Victoria Benoit, MC, Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioner and Teacher, Phoenix, AZ
®

W

hen asked to write this article, my first response was, “Great, my favorite
topic.” Now as I am writing it, I realize how personal our connection to
Source really is. My intention for you is that by the end of this article you feel
inspired to strengthen this connection. There are many ways to accomplish this.
Here are a few I recommend.

First of all, we may need to clear all the times in the past that we perceived
Source not being there for us in our time of dire need.
Secondly, so much of our connection today is based on how we were brought
up, which would be another place to look at all the beliefs we constructed
that are negatively impacting us today, keeping us from our full connection
to Source and what is truly possible for us in our lives.
Thirdly, we may need to look at our worthiness especially if there are past
behaviors we have not forgiven ourselves for and especially things we
believe can never be forgiven. I love Doreen Virtues idea about forgiveness.
She writes, forgiveness is “Not what you did is ok, it simply means, I am no
longer willing to carry around pain in response to your actions.” It separates
the person from the behavior.
It is the same with self forgiveness, “I am no longer willing to carry around
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pain in response to my actions.” It is not always easy to forgive ourselves,
and it is necessary. Forgiveness is easier if we can actually resolve the issue
and apologize for the harm we have caused. It frees not only you but the
person involved as well.
What I have come to know about receiving forgiveness when we perceive
that we have harmed someone is (1) to say, “I am sorry” and be sincere and
genuine, (2) “This is what I am going to do to make sure this won’t happen
again”, (3) and most important, “How can I make it up to you?” This will
clean the slate. Be sure that what they would like from you is ethical and
something you are willing to do. This can be negotiated. Be gracious and
generous. Thank them for the opportunity to restore the integrity of the
relationship. Be sure to clean your own slate as well. As practitioners you
can give yourself a session or receive one from another colleague which
will clear the non-coherence so you can resonate with the opportunity this
situation is providing for you. Being humble and vulnerable is not always
easy; however, it is very rewarding.
If you are really serious about having a stronger connection to Source, give
yourself a gift of time to identify and write down, using the three areas
previously mentioned, the situations and resulting beliefs about connecting
with Source that are impacting you. Give yourself a session or gift yourself
with receiving one.
Another idea is having a Chakra Repatterning, using your lack of connection
or difficulty staying connected to Source as the problem. There could be a
resonance with a Crown Chakra shock from birth trauma involving the head
such as forceps, or from accidents involving the top of the head or from
previous use of drugs. The list of coherent qualities for the Crown Chakra
is incredible. You could do a session to make sure you resonate with each
statement.
You could also go to the Meridian Book and check your resonance with the
spirit-level qualities of each Meridian and create your own self-repatterning.
As we know, the Metal Element is about our worthiness and our spiritual
connection to Source. And yes, there is a Metal Element Repatterning
specifically developed to enhance this connection. Thank you Chloe! As
we let go of what we are holding onto – like our old way of being, old
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resentments, negative
attitudes, etc., we can open the
space for what we truly want to
contribute and achieve as well
as our spiritual purpose. The
power and the gift of the Metal
Element is that we must empty
ourselves in order to receive
grace.

Resonance Repatterning®
• Certification Mentoring
• Practitioner Supervision
Tutorial Observations
• Teaching RR Seminars
“Empowering” through
“Chakra Patterns”

May this inspire you to
strengthen your connection to
Source. Once you have that,
you have it all! With this strong
connection, feel the possibilities
and watch what comes your
way! You will be Divinely
surprised.

“Heal Your Birth Journey,
Heal Your Life” 24 CEU’s

“Specializing

• Indigo Spiritual Healing

in Results”
Free Certification
Mentor Assessment

• Soul Memory Discovery
• Yuen Method

Victoria Benoit, MC, LPC, has been a Certified Resonance Repatterning®
Practitioner since 1994 and a Certified Resonance Repatterning® Teacher since
1996. She has her Masters Degree in Counseling and is a Licensed Professional
Counselor in the state of Arizona. She has used Resonance Repatterning®,
rather than psychotherapy, with her clients for the past 16 years. She opened
the “Center for Extraordinary Outcomes” in 1996 and has a successful fulltime
practice and teaching schedule which continually inspires and fulfills her. She has
served two years on the Certification Committee for the Repatterning Practitioners
Association and five years on the Board of Directors providing Repatternings for
the Board members.
Victoria ‘Specializes in Results’ and is committed to helping you live a life you love
- a life where you can hardly wait to get up and one that is overflowing with love,
joy, passion and fulfillment. She is available for workshops and in-person & phone
sessions for individuals, couples, groups and businesses. She is also available
to teach Resonance Repatterning from ‘Empowering thru Chakras’ and loves to
travel.
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Partnering with
Source to Create
Extraordinary Outcomes
Marilyn Hager
Adleman

Transformative
Educator, Coach,
Healer and Creative
Alchemist

By Marilyn Hager Adleman,
Feminine Power Transformative Coach and
Resonance Repatterning Student, Redondo Beach CA

T

hrough harnessing the innate cooperative power
of the feminine, transformative educators Claire

Zammit, PhD., and Katherine Woodward Thomas,
Free Audio
Download

Tips for
Navigating
Your
Thriving
Life
Click Here

MFT, have developed The Keys to Feminine Power, an
emerging new paradigm for living an extraordinary life.
The Feminine Power approach awakens the co-creative
impulse moving through us as we partner with Source
to manifest the fulfillment of our greatest potentials.
As with Resonance Repatterning, the practices of the
Feminine Power paradigm have the potential to cause
extraordinary outcomes in every aspect of our lives.
The principles of the Feminine Power structure revolve
around three Key Power Bases that balance our
direction and empower our ability to flourish:
Power Base #1: The Power to Change Our Life
We liberate ourselves from old disempowered patterns,
transforming the dynamics of the past, and turn toward
the inner strength of our empowered resourceful adult,
reminding us of the truth of who we really are. Sound
familiar?
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Power Base #2: The Power to Realize Our Destiny
We connect with our inner guidance and partner with Source to amplify our
reason for being and cause magic, synchronicity and miracles in alignment
with our destiny.
Power Base #3: The Power to Transform the World
We recognize that it is through our relationship with others that we become
our most fully realized selves as we learn to access the power of the
collective field to uplift our lives and the lives of all of humanity.
I began studying with Katherine and Claire as they were developing The
Keys to Feminine Power early in its inception around 2006 and am now
a Feminine Power Transformative Coach. I use my interpretation of the
Feminine Power practices and principles daily as I turn to Source in every
activity I undertake.
Like Chloe, as the founder of Resonance Repatterning, the founders of
the Feminine Power paradigm are not opposed to us mixing modalities
from other work to create our own unique approach to the work they have
developed. Because I am also a visual artist and energetic healer, my
interpretation of The Keys to Feminine Power is somewhat more visual and
imaginary than the way they present the work. Following is an overview of
how I use the practices and principles to connect with Source to enhance my
coaching sessions and my daily life.
Through the lens of a feminine, intuitive, receptive filter, I begin my day
by checking in with my Younger Self who is somatically alive in my body.
My Younger Self is the aspect of my consciousness that interpreted the
circumstances of my early life through the unsophisticated emotional and
perceptual lens of a child. I bring my focus to a powerful energetic field
at the bottom of my belly where my Resourceful Adult resides. I process
anything that is bothering my Younger Self, helping her to make empowered
meaning of misconceptions she made during childhood. I do this until she is
feeling held and comforted by the compassion of my Resourceful Adult.
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I then turn toward an aspect of the system that I have put my own spin
on. Once my Younger Self is quietly content, I visualize and connect with
an energetic center lower than the power center of the Resourceful Adult,
usually around the bottom of my spine, that pulses with the rhythm of a
combination of my heartbeat, the rhythm of my breath and the rhythm of
the fluid that flows up my spine, through my brain and back down my spine
again. This rhythm represents my own unique expression of the creative
force of life flowing through me. It is the center of my Soul and is my
connection with Source. In my coaching practice, I have found that everyone
has access to their own “Soul Center” and it is a very powerful awareness for
those who have connected with it.
The way that I see it, this “Soul Center” lives in three dimensions. It is
a portal to the dimension of Source that is connected to my spirit before
I was born. It understands my mission in life and the purpose for my
spiritual aspect taking human form. It also lives in the present, giving me
access to this realm of spiritual awareness whenever I choose to go there.
In the present, it remembers my life up until now, recognizes how the
circumstances of the past have grown my gifts and talents and gives me a
compassionate understanding of the ways of humanity. My “Soul Center”
also lives in the future and pulls me toward possibility.
Based upon the Feminine Power perspective, I allow my “Soul Center” to
show me my deepest longings to express, experience, create and contribute
in every aspect of everything I focus on. When I use the longings of my soul
to inform and inspire what I do, life is very juicy, creative and energized.
As I focus on these longings, they become more energized. The more I focus
on them, the larger their influential reach. As my “Soul Center” expands, I
go through this pulsing ball of energy as if it is a vortex to Source. Here I
seek partnership with Source in actualizing these longings of my Soul. I see
the universal influence of Source as a “Yes Machine,” so naturally, I hear a
resounding “Yes, I have been waiting for you to seek my partnership,” from
Source in response to my request.
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I am then aware of Source amplifying my longings, causing many forms
of magic, synchronicity and miracles to fall into place in the actualization
of my deepest desires taking form. As my longings are amplified, they are
also very magnetic to other people whose souls’ longings are in alignment
with mine. Their longings are activated and amplified and their souls are
magnetically inspired to join with me in a co-creative partnership that
collectively uplevels our lives. This is the power of my feminine energies
working through me and I am aware of a collective rejoicing on the subtle
levels every time I focus on connecting with life this way.
I am excited to see this Feminine Power work as a modality that can be
incorporated in my work with Resonance Repatterning. I know that they
have the power to enhance the trajectory of the consciousness of humanity.
It is a very powerful practice, this way of connecting with Source through my
Soul Center daily. Not only do I partner with others as I coach them through
their internal obstacles to thriving toward transforming their lives, I use it
to stay focused on the most positive outcomes with my creative projects,
during my healing sessions and I have also used The Keys to Feminine
Power to cause extraordinary outcomes in the business world.
In a second article to be published in a future Resonance Repatterning
Journal, I will share with you the story of how I used The Keys to Feminine
Power to transform the obstacles of my past and co-create a corporation that
is setting precedent in the emerging realm of Conscious Media for Children.
Marilyn Hager Adleman is a certified Feminine Power Transformative Coach,
Creative Director and Bodyworker. You can contact her at
310-844-7548, email her at: EmpowerYourFeminine@gmail.com and get a
glimpse at her coaching style by downloading the audio:
“Tips for Navigating Your Journey to Thriving” at:
http://www.empoweryourfeminine.com
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How I Connect To Source
by Sally Herr, M.A., Certified Practitioner, Portland, Maine

E

very great athlete, every

Daily Checklist:

great musician and every

Check every morning which
ones are needed:

great singer has their rituals.
They all have their own unique
way of preparing themselves

their performance. As a Resonance Repatterner,
I, too, have my rituals. My rituals, however,
relate to strengthening my intuitive ability and to
release whatever might block my connection to
Source and so that I might more clearly receive
the love and light of the Great Spirit.
We Resonance Repatterners tell our clients that

1. Spritz bed with a daily
spritzer containing the
following: Essential Oils:
sage, clairy sage, frankincense,
myrrh, cedar and Flower
Essence: Cup of Gold by
Star Flower Essence. (Have
you ever noticed how much
energetically lighter a bed feels
with clean sheets? We drop
lots of discordant energy in our
dreams. I spritz the sheets to
lighten the energy.)

2. Spritze self with same as

we are connecting to our subconscious when

above.

we muscle check, but we are also, and more
importantly, connecting to Source. Connecting
to Source, we can refer to various connections.
Source can be our genealogy, the wisdom of our
body, the wisdom of those wise ones of our field,
and of course connecting to Source can refer to
connecting to the Great Spirit.
The clearer we are, the better our connection to

3. Burn Incence.
4. Smudge Self
5. Make a daily elixir with
vibrationals, items of nature,
gemstones, tinctures, etc.
Drink/sip.

6. Apply dowsed
essential oil to hands, feet,
charkas, body areas.

7. Take supplements with

our Spiritual Helpers, and the better Repatterners

breakfast.

we are.

8. Hydrate self with pure
water and/or herbal teas.

I have repeating my rituals day after day for
years and the process has evolved. Here is a part
of my process.

9. Shower/bathe and dress
in clean clothing.

10. Wash jewelry and

First upon arising, I have a check list of possible

glasses.

things to do to clear myself.

11. Wash my pens and
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Some I always do (e.g wear clean clothes, shower, spritz), some I do only
when my muscle checking indicates that they are needed (e.g. smudge and
use incense).
Next, I make requests to my spiritual helpers to assist me in my work. I
stand in power spots when I make these requests, and I stand and wait,
perhaps meditating, until I receive confirmations that the request has been
granted.
I ask that I release whatever is blocking my intuitive skills.
I ask for the energy to do my work all day and night.
I ask that my heart be opened to the right amount
I ask that my crown charka be opened to the right amount.
Before each request, I look for a place in my house or in my yard that will
support me in receiving what I ask for. I then wait until I feel a sense of
conformation.
When I want my intuitive skills to be particularly sharp, I have another list of
things I might need to do.
I ask how many things I need to do to clear:
My dowsing fingers.
Myself.
My office.
My property.
My meridians.
My charkas.
After identifying the number of things I need to do, I figure out what those
things are. One resource that is helpful is Juanitta Ott’s series of dowsing
books. They can be found at her website http://www.mirrorwaters.com/.
She also offers several very nice free dowsing charts.
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Another book that is very helpful for identifying what needs to be cleared
is Don Taylor’s Esoteric Tuning which can be purchased at the American
Dowser’s Society.
And finally, I then make requests to my spiritual helpers to enlighten,
protect, assist and bless me.
The process can be quite elaborate and can take the larger part of a day,
or even the entire day to complete. The benefits are quite amazing. The
process of preparing myself is a process of transformation in and of itself.
Every great Resonance Repatterner has a unique process of connecting to
our Spiritual Helpers. What I do is unique to me and is but one of an infinite
number of processes. When I do not clear myself, I get cranky and feel
as if I am in a fog; I become inefficient. When I do my process, I am in
bliss. Whatever you choose to do to develop your intuitive skills, do it with
commitment and consistency. Both you and your clients will benefit from
your efforts.

With New Era Therapies,
it’s easier than ever to
claim the life you love!
CranioSacral | Speech Therapy
Resonance Repatterning

$25.00 OFF
First session, mention this ad.

To turn your dreams into a
reality call Sally Herr.

207 879-6007
sally@sallyherr.com
sallyherr.com
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Using Powerful Words
by Sally Herr, Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, Portland, Maine

T

he stories we have in our mind make a difference. It is as if we are
dreaming up what is happening to us through the power of our visions
and our words and through the collective vision and words that we use.
This past summer I spent a happy week in a primitive
cabin on a magical clear lake in Maine. And then my time
there was over. As I packed my things, I cried. I said
to myself, “My heart is broken!” And my heart truly felt
broken. And then a dear friend gave me a piece of advice
that I have used ever since. My friend said that when I
feel emotionally flooded to say: I will be fine after I feel
the emotions and let them all go. Simply by saying those

words I changed my perception of my discomfort from
being eternal to being in the present with my feelings and
soon I was happy again.
Emoto’s “Thank you”
water crystal

As a Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, I want to use words to be powerful
to all the levels of our minds—our conscious, subconscious, unconscious and
supra-conscious minds. I like to craft sentences that have simple vocabulary,
and allow the mind to enrich the statement with its creativity. I have written
a list of words that I find very powerful for both myself and for my clients.
I can. As in: “I can do it./You can do it.” In the fourth grade, I knew exactly
where I stood in my class academically. In a class of 48 (I am a baby
boomer and there were not enough teachers to be found) I was the fourth
dumbest. My popularity ranked alongside my perceived intellectual capacity.
I had given up. I felt there was no use in trying. Then for some reason, in
early spring, something changed. To my recollection, I received words of
encouragement, no praise, but something in me changed. I decided that I
could succeed. It started with the weekly spelling tests. I decided that with
work, I could do well. It spilled over into memorizing multiplication tables.
My classmates started noticing and gave me “you can do it” encouragement.
And then I started to have friends that were there out of choice rather than
neediness and desperation. The belief that I could succeed changed my life.
Change came from the words, “I can.”
I am. We all use these words frequently everyday as in “I am well.” “I am
finished.” These “I am” statements make things happen not only because
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of the affirmation, but also because we are connecting to Source. When
Moses asked God, “Who are you?” God answered, “I Am That I Am.” That
was a perfect answer. It says God is Existence, Life, Creation, Source. When
we say “I am,” we are connecting to our own divinity. We become our own
creator. When we say, “I am,” we draw upon the energy of Source to turn
thoughts into reality in our lives.
Now. Now is about the present. It is about being. Saying, “Someday I will
have the life that I want”, keeps me in my head rather than my body. It
takes me away from living in the present; it takes me away from being truly
alive. When I say, “I now have the life that I want” (whether I believe it
or not), it helps me realize the many ways that my wishes are truly in the
present. We live in the present. So let’s stop anticipating what will happen
in the future because the future will never happen. Let’s see it in the now.
Likewise “very soon” is also a fine phrase.
No and Yes: If you want to know how much fun and powerful the word,
“No” is, hang out with a two year old. Toddlers love this word. They start
using “no” way before the word, “yes” is picked up, and they say it a lot
more often. “No” is all about control, as every toddler knows. I bet you
already know how liberating it is to say “No”. Deciding “no” gets us in touch
with what we truly want and clarifies what we value. Saying “no” firmly and
with gusto gives you freedom and power. Shouting out “no” moves you from
fear to confidence.
And then there is “yes.” When you say “no” to one thing, you are saying
“yes” to something else. So “yes” and “no” are two sides of the same coin.
Saying “yes” can be just as freeing and fun as “no.” And yes, toddlers enjoy
“yes.” It sometimes comes out as “Me, too.”
Thank you/Love/Gratitude
Remember a time when someone said to you words of appreciation and
love. Those words brightened your life, didn’t they? Shortly before my
father died, I remember his words of appreciation of me. He was a difficult
father in many ways and being his daughter was more than hard. But his
words of gratitude were very soothing and have made my process of being
at peace with him much easier. In my personal spiritual practice, I do my
best to be grateful for everything—especially for that which is most difficult
to be grateful for. I don’t like to admit it, but I learn and evolve best when
situations are difficult. It is when I am forced to solve problems that I grow.
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It is when I am dealing with difficult people that I get to see where I need to
grow.
Dr. Masaru Emoto is a Japaneese author who directs human speech or
thoughts at water droplets before they are frozen and images of the
resulting water crystals take shape as a result of the given energy. To my
eyes, the most beautiful of ice crystals come from the water given the
vibration of “thank you.”
When Dr. Emoto was asked if there was a word or phrase that was
particularly helpful in cleaning up the waters of the world he answered, “Yes.
There is a special combination that seems to be perfect for this, which is
love plus the combination of thanks and appreciation reflected in the English
word gratitude. Just one of these is not enough. Love needs to be based
in gratitude, and gratitude needs to be based in love. These two words
together create the most important vibration. And it is even more important
that we understand the value of these words. For example, we know that
water is described as H2O. If we were to look at love and gratitude as a pair,
gratitude is the H and love is the O. Water is the basis that not only supports
but also allows the existence of life. In my understanding of the concept of
yin and yang, in the same way that there is one O and two Hs, we also need
one part yang/love to two parts yin/gratitude, in order to come to a place of
balance in the equation.”1
There you have it: I can. I am. Now. No. Yes. Thank you, Love and
Gratitude. Those are among the most powerful words in the world. Use them
often—to yourself and to others.
May peace be with you.
Sally Herr
1

http://www.life-enthusiast.com/twilight/research_emoto.htm
Sally Herr, MA is the owner of New Era Therapies in Portland, Maine. She is
a Certified Speech-Language Pathologist, Registered CranioSacral Therapist®,
Polarity Practitioner, a Kinesiology Practitioner and Resonance Repatterning®
Practitioner. Sally is a Repatterning Practitioners Association board member.
For the past 16 years Sally has guided people like you safely and easily into
the life of their dreams. Call 207 879-6007 today for your free 15-minute
phone consultation. Start now towards the life you want. Sessions are given
in person, or by phone (from the comfort of your home). sally@sallyherr.com
sallyherr.com
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Divine Nostalgia
By Michael Fisher, Resonance Repaterning Practitioner, BC, Canada

T

here are times during a session of Resonance Repatterning when a client
comes in with an agenda that appears to make their lives seem hopeless

and where the downward spiral towards non-coherence seems to have
reached a new low.
Two such cases have occurred recently where clients have related a series of
events that has made them feel that they no longer have control over their
lives. One could ask the question “Why do terrible things happen to good
people?”
In one of my most recent sessions, I had not seen the client for about
three months after doing a series of monthly sessions. He felt that it was
important to share what had transpired in the interim. This included ongoing health problems, sleep problems, isolation problems and what were,
for him, significant dreams. Sometimes it is important to allow the client to
share what has been coming up for him or her in between sessions, because
it will come up either directly or obliquely as part of the session.
As a result of the litany of woes, I was prompted to ask the client whether
I could muscle check him silently for what was coming up for me, so his
conscious mind wouldn’t get in the way. I got a strong ‘On’ response to my

silent statement.
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I gently told him of my thought was that he was suffering from “divine
nostalgia” — a desire to go back to the Source. This transcends what we
would normally classify as depression. The client’s eyes filled with tears and
it was obvious he understood what I had said. I then asked permission to go
into the session, after establishing that he was totally present — physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
Since the practitioner is purely the facilitator of what comes up during a
session I was fascinated to see what would be the significant unconscious
pattern.
He needed a Meridian and Five Elements Repatterning (p.113) and as there
is no written explanation of what this Repatterning is about, we went straight
to the problem. The response he gave was “I forgot why I came here,” which
needed no explanation. We then went to the Metal Element Qualities.
He understood this since he had experienced acupuncture and had been
told that his dominant element is Metal. When I turned to the Metal Element
Qualities it went to “Divine Purpose” — “I am in touch with the Divine
within myself,” which again brought tears to his eyes. He needed a second
statement which was “I am in touch with my purpose and my life’s meaning.”
During the course of our introductory conversation, I had explained to
him that there are two kinds of suffering. There is what appears to be
meaningless suffering where a person just doesn’t understand why they
should have to go through all the things that happen in the life, or there is
articulate suffering where we understand that everything that happens to us
has a purpose and is connected to who we are, and who we have been; then
life takes on a new purpose and life has meaning.
The non-coherent quality that came up was “I feel disconnected from my
spirit and my purpose in life.” Again the client started to tear up, and there
was no hint of disagreement. This statement is tied in directly to the divine
nostalgia that transcends world religion; it has nothing to do with outward
religious practices.
The session took us to the Large Intestine Meridian Quality, which was
again a Spirit-Level Quality. “I experience perfection within the apparent
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imperfection of life” and in the same section it went to “I smell the inner
fragrance of permanent, inner happiness and peace, even though I have yet
to experience the spiritual reality of it.” When I read this the client started to
cry. I checked for an Energy Constriction, but these were tears of a different
order and I asked him to take his time and just breath and have some water,
before repeating the statement.
The non-coherent Spirit-level Quality involved was “I refuse to forgive.” This
statement was self-evident because the client had always cast himself as a
victim in life.
The details of the most significant part of this session I cannot share with
you since it went to past life (or for those who don’t subscribe to past lives,
Archetype Experience) and I don’t want this to appear sensationalistic. The
client had no problem with it as a past life experience. The client totally
understood, and resonated with the experience by an “On” response. He was
able to share what had happened and, in fact, joined the dots for himself in
terms of representational drawings he had made as a child.
The significant unmet life need was “Light,” which again I explained was not
sunlight, but light in terms of the fact that the Universe is formed from Light
and Sound; consequently we are formed from Light and Sound (Sanskrit
word: Shabd). When light and sound leave the body it becomes an empty
vessel.
The unmet spirit need was “Merging.” Again, self-evident in the context
of the session, since it is the Soul’s purpose to merge back into its Divine
Source. This is pertinent to divine nostalgia.
The negative feeling was “I feel conflicted and sad” — words he had used in
the explanation of his two significant dreams. His negative belief was “I am a
lie, and life is a charade.” (Sanskrit word: Maya).
The acupuncture point was Colon #5. The purpose being: This point brings
warmth and stability to the metal when there is negativity, toxicity or
insanity; if you have suffered a great loss this point allows you to see the
Light and experience Warmth and Love once more.
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I had to use a Violet Tachyon relating to the Brow Chakra on this point,
which made sense in terms of Higher Consciousness.
The session concluded with a positive action. I gave him a book to read
which I had muscle-checked to see if it would be appropriate.
I have shared this session, because it was significant in this client’s life
journey and highlights the pertinence and insightfulness of this work. It
remains to be seen whether the understanding of the purpose of what can
manifest as suffering behind Divine Nostalgia takes the client to a new level
of coherence.
Michael Fisher is a longstanding certified practitioner and teacher of Resonance
Repatterning. In order to experience a session of Resonance Repatterning.
Currently, Michael is doing phone-in sessions with clients in England,
Switzerland, United States, and Canada.
More information at www.healthy-life.ca.

Michael Fisher–

Resonance Repatterning
Sessions
Michael Fisher is a longstanding certified practitioner and teacher of Resonance
Repatterning. Currently, Michael is doing phone-in sessions with clients in Birmingham,
England; Seattle, Washington; Connecticut, New York; Zurich, Switzerland; and
Calgary, Edmonton; and Kamloops, Canada.
If you would like to take the opportunity of having a phone-in session with me, my
regular fee is US $110.00, I’m offering a 10% discount to readers of the Resonance
Repatterning Journal for the next three months. A phone-in or proxy session typically
takes up to an hour and a quarter.

Go on - Do Something Just for You,
You May Be Surprised What Comes Up.
Either phone me at 604-264-9011 or e-mail me: mefisher@healthy-life.ca.
My website is www.healthy-life.ca
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Practitioner Interview

Welcome to Jennifer Foster
Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, Austin, TX
Congratulations on completing all the requirements for
certification! Please tell us about yourself—what is
your background and education and how did you
hear about Resonance Repatterning?
It’s exciting to think that one year ago today I became
certified as a Resonance Repatterning practitioner.
I first learned of Resonance Repatterning through
a chance meeting with a belly dancer in Boston,
Mass. I was interested in learning belly dancing and
greatly admired her performance. Upon looking at her
business card, I discovered that she was a Resonance
Repatterning practitioner. At the time, I had no idea what that meant, so I
checked out her website. Intrigued, I scheduled a session.
The session and results were profound! I loved the process, as it satisfied
my desire for order and structure while also allowed for creativity and
intuition. My bachelor’s degree is in psychology yet I spent about six and a
half years working in the financial services industry, calculating retirement
benefits. I love working with numbers and designing Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets.
What are some sessions that stand out in your life?
A session that especially stands out to me is with a woman who had an
intense fear of going over bridges. As I muscle checked for the earlier
experience details, I identified there being something in relation to her
mother when she was age six. My client immediately teared up and shared
that her mom passed away when she was six years old. As she recounted
the story, she soon discovered that she was standing on a bridge-like
platform when her aunt told her that her mom had passed.
It also turned out that the fear began to develop as she became closer in
age to that of her mom when she died. My client was scared that she would
also die young like her mom did. It seemed that she felt a “pull to death”
which especially made sense because she was never given a chance to say
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“good-bye” to her mom. She had not been given the option to attend the
funeral. We did an energy constriction release to resolve the anger she felt
at not being brought to the funeral and a visualization in which she said
“good-bye” to her mom. Her terror of going over bridges has since greatly
diminished.
What does Resonance Repatterning mean to you?
I feel that my purpose is to empower and inspire people to open their hearts
to divine love. When I speak of “divine,” I mean the beauty, uniqueness, and
incredible potential that is within every human being.
If there is something special about you that you would like to share,
needless to say, we’re eager to hear.
In college, I thought I wanted to be a marriage counselor, but at the time I
felt as though I had so little life experience to bring to the table. Now (fastforward ten plus years), it seems I’ve come full circle and am beginning
to focus my attention once again on romantic love. Specifically, my desire
and passion is to help people attract and maintain extraordinary romantic
relationships.
What five words would you chose to describe you?
Loving, compassionate, empathetic, courageous, and committed
Thanks so much for taking the time to read my write-up! I am grateful to be
a part of this wonderful community!
Love, light, and blessings,
Jennifer Foster					
Thank you for sharing your story, Jennifer. Your intention and
commitment, I’m sure, will bring much joy and creativity to those
gifted to be on your path.
Jennifer Foster, Certified Resonance Repatterning® Practitioner and
Emotional Release Facilitator. 978-760-2775
http://www.yourlovesdivine.com. yourlovesdivine@gmail.com.
Interviewed by Nancy Martin, Certified Practitioner, Providence, RI.
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Practitioner Interview

Welcome to Betsy Ryszkowski
Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, Northglenn, CO

C

ongratulations on your certification and how far
you have come in that process!

What do you do for a living and what is your
background and education?
I enjoy working two days per week as a Resonance
Repatterning Practitioner. I also do a volunteer work
two days per week. And I will be celebrating my 20th
wedding anniversary in April 2011. We have one
energetic little boy named Caleb, who just turned 7 years old.
I grew up in a small town in Nevada, the third of four children. I left there
when I was 18 and moved to Denver, Colorado to attend the Colorado
Institute of Art for commercial art and ad design. After about one year, I
discovered that that sort of career, although lucrative, was not really my
style. So I quit school and involved myself in full-time volunteer work,
working many unskilled jobs to pay the bills. I met my husband, Mark, seven
years later, and we married after three short months of dating. This is when
things got very interesting. Never having been in a close relationship before
Mark, I was unaware of the fact that I wasn’t present for a good portion of
my childhood and adulthood. I had very little memory of my youth and was
unable to account for months of time as an adult. On our wedding night
I had my first memories of child abuse and soon after memories of ritual
abuse. So began many years of intensive therapy and many hospitalizations.
After the first year of therapy, I received the diagnoses of PTSD and
Dissociative Identity Disorder, then called Multiple Personality Disorder.
Colorado had, at the time, an amazing facility for treatment of trauma and
dissociation, so I was in and out of full-time intensive treatment for several
years until their funding ceased. I made some progress in traditional therapy
but it was emotionally painful and financially draining. After thirteen long
grueling years and huge debt, I ceased regular therapy sessions and felt
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hopeless that my life could be more. Although grateful that Mark stayed with
me through the endless therapy and dissociative incidents, I felt extremely
guilty for having dragged him down this never-ending road with me. I busied
myself with self-help books, self-motivated art therapy and by doing nearly
300 commissioned portraits to help offset the debt I incurred.
How did you learn about Resonance Repatterning?
Eight years ago, Mark and I moved to a different house and I met a sister
in our new congregation. She noticed my struggle and said, “Hey, I don’t
know if it would help but I know this gal that does a strange kind of work
you might be interested in.” So I called LaDeane Fenton, a Resonance
Repatterning practitioner in Colorado Springs, Colorado. She didn’t know
it, but I was desperate. I didn’t know that part of her Shen statement is
“to go to those in need and help them move forward in life.” LaDeane lives
roughly two hours from my house, but she came to my door, not my front
door but my bedroom closet and did sessions through the door. Because
of the time of year I met LaDeane, I was dissociative most of time. I often
slept in the closet or, if in bed, I slept with my shoes on. I lived in absolute
fear of almost everything despite all the years of traditional therapy. So
LaDeane came to my home. She showed me that Resonance Repatterning is
absolutely gentle and safe. With her quiet and gentle spirit she showed me
that I could have relief from my painful memories. She moved me through
horrible body memories that had replayed themselves numerous times in
traditional therapy. She was extremely patient with my little child aspects.
She treated those parts of me that are enraged and self destructive with
dignity and showed them how to live differently in the world.
LaDeane went to a Resonance Repatterning certification retreat and met,
Jane Winne, another practitioner who had similar childhood experiences. I
started to receive phone sessions from her as well. Jane said, “Betsy, you
need more sessions.” I said, “I can’t afford more sessions.” She said, “Take
the classes and then you can do more for yourself.” I said, “No way. I can’t.
I’m afraid. I’ll freak out and make a fool out of myself.” She said, “That’s
okay.” and she gave me a session. So I went to the Empowering Seminar
taught by Kaye Zeiger in Boulder, Colorado, in April of ’07 to prove to Jane, I
couldn’t do it. I was a nervous wreck. I threw up on every break. What Kaye
Zeiger didn’t know was that the Monday after the seminar, I was to check
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into the hospital because I was suicidal and homicidal. My doctor only let me
wait under contract that I wouldn’t do any harm to myself or others and that
I wouldn’t put any more of my plan into motion.
What are some examples of sessions that stand out in your life?
So many of the sessions that LaDeane gave to me totally rocked my world.
I had no idea that I wasn’t living in my body. I thought everyone was like
that. During one session on the phone one of my child aspects was having
a body memory, and LaDeane started doing Harmonic Overtones. I was
remembering the earlier experience visually and physically. I could smell
the odors of the past in the room. I felt the negative energy actually move
out of my body while she was doing Harmonics. The actual pain was sliding
down and out my legs. That NEVER happens in traditional therapy. I felt an
incredible sense of relief and was speechless as to what had just happened.
In many of the sessions she gave me I experienced noticeable shifts in my
mood and my body, more internal unity, and I felt as if I could go on another
day.
I managed to get through the Empowering Class that I spoke of taking
earlier. It is appropriately named. All the sessions that LaDeane and Jane
did for me moved me into a place to be able to experience the Empowering
Class. In the afternoon session where the class practices what we’ve
learned, Kaye said to the class, “I want everyone to choose to work on a
small problem, since this is your first time.” Looking back it’s kind of funny,
but the entire class said their problems were a level 9 or 10. Not wanting
the class or Kaye to know my situation, I said “I am angry at my husband.”
I thought how stupid, like this is going to work with a statement like that.
The modality that I checked was the Open Heart Gesture. Oh brother, I
thought! Yeah, like that’s going to help me not want to kill someone. I
read the modality to the class and we all did it together. Needless to say,
I have never minimized a modality again. Of course, I shifted resonance
with the statement. But I felt it, too. I truly felt it. I felt it move out of my
body. I couldn’t believe it. I did that for myself. It was amazing and truly
empowering. I went to my doctor the following Monday morning. I was
supposed to check into the psychiatric hospital that day. She asked, “What
on earth happened to you? You don’t look like the same woman. Your eyes
are different. You are walking different.” I said, “I KNOW, it’s amazing.” She
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was in disbelief and thought it wouldn’t last and that I’d be back in a few
days wanting to check into the hospital in order to be safe. I thought so,
too. But I did sessions everyday from the Empowering Book and signed up
for the next two classes. Later Chloe offered the Diploma training course.
I wanted to go so badly, but the fear still often derailed me. I prayed and
did session after session. I moved mountains in just a few months with
this work, with just the basics. Traditional therapy kept me alive and I am
grateful to my therapist/doctors to hold the space for me all those years….
But now with Resonance Repatterning, I am living! I hooked up with
Colorado Vocational Rehabilitation and not only did I attend all of Chloe’s
Diploma class which started in July 2008, but the State of Colorado agreed
to pay for it, if I could find the money to get myself there and move through
the fear of traveling to Arizona. Resonance is powerful in so many ways.
The state of Colorado not only doesn’t pay of out-of-state tuition, it doesn’t
typically pay for this type of vocation. But here they have done both. I am
happy to be blazing a new trail in that arena.
What does Resonance Repatterning mean to you?
Life — it means life to me. I was alive before but not living. I was barely
breathing; trying not to move, afraid all my shattered pieces would break
away. Life, of course, comes from our Creator but now I’m also creating a
productive life where I can cultivate the intimate relationship with Him that
I have longed for my entire life. I can fill the heart-shaped hole in my soul
and have a beautiful life, one where I can be a whole wife and partner to
Mark, be a loving mother and do work that helps others in a large way. My
sessions make me self-aware and each session calls for positive change and
brings strength to my entire body/mind system to be able to make those
changes in a graceful dignified way without compromising my own integrity.
Resonance Repatterning is a gift. I thank Chloe for all the years of work
that she has put into creating this beautiful process, making it safe to heal
and I thank Jehovah for bringing people into my life that could show me his
qualities through their love for me. I am so very grateful and honored that I
can now hold that same healing space for others.
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What would you like to see the RPA do for its newest members?
For all members and others who are interested in Resonance Repatterning I
would like to see and feel it would be of benefit for us all to meet in person
together in Arizona or wherever. I love the RPA Journals they are a wonderful
resource. I love reading and learning the various ways practitioners phrase
different topics. I also like the Practical Advice Column pieces on marketing
and ideas to grow my business.
Do you have a motto?
Standing knee-deep in the flow of life.
What five words describe you?
Creative, gentle, quiet, (occasionally) witty, and resilient.
Is there something special you’d like to share?
A scripture I love is “For I, Jehovah your God, am grasping your right
hand, the One saying to you, do not be afraid, I myself will help you”
– Isaiah 41:13 I still have fear, but it is coupled with courage and a
deeper relationship with Jehovah so I feel the fear and I know now that
He is helping me move forward despite my fears. I am excited about the
possibilities that lie before me. I plan to increase my volunteer time and I
can see The Empowering seminar being taught in schools. I hope to have a
full share in both activities. Also, I am finding ways to integrate my love for
art and creativity back into my life. I am standing knee-deep in the flow of
life.
Thank you for sharing your remarkable story of healing and
extraordinary outcomes. You have provided another example of the
fruits of miracle-mindedness and how much we can give back in our
blessings.
Interviewed by Nancy Martin, Certified Practitioner, Providence, RI.
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certification corner
By Meryl Chodosh-Weiss, MA, MSW, LCSW,
Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, New York, New York
Certification Corner is a regularly appearing column in the RPA Journal. Written by the
members of the Certification Board, Meryl Chodosh-Weiss, Shirley Lanyi, Mary Cameris
and Paula Caplan, each issue will focus on information about the Resonance Repatterning
Certification process. If you have a question that you would like to be answered in the RPA
Journal you can email Meryl at meryl@beyourbliss.info.

Happy Autumn everyone! The season of the Metal element is about
letting go of that which is not necessary so that values, quality, respect,
organization, inspiration and a sense of the ideal can be energized and
permeate each aspect of our lives.
With this is mind, the Certification Board is happy to announce that the RPA
has let go of confusion and disorganization regarding what happens when
Student Practitioners and Certified Practitioners want to be reinstated as
members after not paying their RPA membership dues a year or more after
they were due for renewal. There have always been guidelines in place but
they have now become clearer and more public.
In September the RPA Board approved the Lapsed Student Practitioner
Membership Policy and in October the Revised Certified Practitioner
Membership Reinstatement Policy. These policies were important for
the Certification Board to formulate because, in the case of Student
Practitioners, uniform guidelines are necessary to ensure the standardization
of the Certification Journey requirements. For example, we needed to be
clear about how to handle Student Practitioners’ Certification work done
during time they were not RPA members.
Our concerns for Certified Practitioners came from our desire to maintain the
quality of practitioners whom the RPA endorses as Certified Practitioners.
One of the issues we addressed was what would help ensure that a lapsed
Certified Practitioner has updated their skills when the RPA can no longer
require anyone to take Resonance Repatterning Seminars?
In both policies our desire was to balance standards of excellence with
concern for Student Practitioner and Certified Practitioners’ needs. Wherever
possible we have included different options for an individual to select
according to their financial and other needs.
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Part of the impetus to modify both Student Practitioner and Certified
Practitioner Membership Reinstatement Policies came from the RPA
Board’s July 2010 approval of discontinuing the mandatory use of
Resonance Repatterning Seminars to fulfill CEU requirements.
For Certified Practitioners it is no longer required that half of their 32
CEUs be earned by taking Resonance Repatterning Institute Seminars.
Student Practitioners, who do not have the option of taking classes
in Allied Modalities for their CEU’s, now are required to earn 16 CEU’s
annually by taking Practitioner Skills Development classes. Although
both groups of members can continue to choose to take and retake
Resonance Repatterning Institute Seminars for CEU’s the RPA no
longer requires members to do so.
Practitioner Skills Development classes are given by RPA Designated
Observers and are based on the specific needs of the participating
Student Practitioners (and now some Certified Practitioners) to
refine their skills and fulfill requirements such as: to have tutorial
observations with D.O.’s; to receive and give feedback about sessions
given to fellow Student Practitioners; to discuss and demonstrate
refinements in difficult parts of the Repatterning process; to have their
specific questions answered and especially to learn from the feedback
given to all the participants in the class. Since the Certification
Board and the RPA Board anticipate greater need for these classes,
Designated Observers will be encouraged by the Certification Board to
provide more opportunities for RPA members to participate in 2011.
Both Student Practitioners and Certified Practitioners can always make
direct requests for these classes to Designated Observers or their
Coordinators. The current RPA Designated Observers are named in
April 2010 The RPA Journal, Certification Corner article.
Some of the features of the new Lapsed Student Practitioner
Membership Policy are:
• A grace period until June 30, 2011 to reinstate lapsed
Student Practitioner memberships. All of the work done towards
Certification requirements will be counted regardless of whether
or not the Student Practitioners were active members when the
work was done or tutorial observations were received…. If a
Student Practitioner chooses to pay their back and current dues
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by January 31, 2011, they will receive a 20% discount on their back
dues.
• Starting July 1, 2011, separate reinstatement options for Student
Practitioners who want all of their Certification work to count even
while they were not active members of the RPA and for those who only
want their Certification work to count before their membership expired
and after their current reinstatement.
• Clarification of timelines for prospective Student Practitioners to
become part of the Certification process following their completion of
the six basic seminars.
For the full text of the Lapsed Student Practitioner Membership policy
please go to: http://www.hramembers.org/BoardRoom/Policies/
LapsedStudentPractitionerPolicy.htm
Included in the features of the Revised Membership Reinstatement Policy for
Lapsed Certified Practitioners are:
• Modification of specific sources for earning CEU’s required for
Certified Practitioner RPA membership reinstatement.
• Modification of reinstatement requirements for Certified Practitioners
whose membership has lapsed five or more years.
• Clarification of what happens administratively when membership
dues are over one year past due.
For the full text of the Revised Membership Reinstatement Policy for Lapsed
Certified Practitioners please go to
http://www.hramembers.org/BoardRoom/Policies/
CertifiedPractitionerReinstatementPolicy.htm
Other exciting news is that Student Practitioners will soon be listed on
the RPA website as Student Practitioners. The general public will know
that they are in training to become Certified Practitioners. When Certified
Practitioners are listed on the website it is an endorsement by the RPA of
their competency. The new listing also means that communication between
Student Practitioners will become much easier.
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As published on the I-Declare section of the website, the next Certification
Board Meeting is November 15, and our Autumn Student Practitioner
Conference call is at November 15, 2010 at 7pm Eastern time.
You can register for the call by clicking here:
http://rpamembers.org/Certification/TeleconferenceCallSignUp.asp
Please know that we have volunteered so that each Student Practitioner’s
Certification journey can be as harmonious as possible. If there is any
way that we can assist you, please do not hesitate to contact us either
by calling 1.800.685.2811, option #3, by writing to us at Certification@
RPAMembers.org and by attending the Student Practitioner/Certification
Board Teleconferences which are held four times a year.

Come to New York City
to Study Resonance Repatterning

with Meryl Chodosh-Weiss, MA, LCSW
Let Me Share and Teach You the Skills You Need
to be an Effective Resonance Repatterning Practitioner
• 2011 Practitioner Skills Development Weekends
May 7-8, 2011, July 30-31, 2011, November 11, 2011
• 2011 Basic Six Seminar Series
Begins February 4-6, & ends June, 2011
• Monthly NYC Skills Development Group
For Full Schedule & to Register Click here:
http://www.beyourbliss.info/seminardescriptions.html

w w w. be y ourbliss. info

•

212-628-8260

my blog: www.merylchodoshweiss.com
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Practical advice
®

by Elizabeth Tobin, JD; Certified Resonance Repatterning Practitioner, Boston, MA
PRACTICAL ADVICE is a regularly appearing column in the RPA Journal.
Written by Elizabeth Tobin, JD; Certified Resonance Repatterning® Practitioner,
each issue answers readers’ questions relating to establishing a thriving
Resonance Repatterning® practice. If you have a question that you would like
answered or if you would like to share your views about any of the topics
discussed here, you can email Elizabeth at et@LizTobin.com.

Q: What are your top ten nuggets for creating a successful practice?
A: This is a 2-part series. In the last issue I covered tips 1-5. In this
issue I cover tips 6-10.
6. Ask for the Sale. Whether it’s in a sales letter or at the end of your
demonstration let people know that you are booking appointments and ask
them if they’d like to schedule a session with you. You can offer a discount
or a package deal, but the main thing is to ask for the sale. It gets easier
the more you do it, trust me.
7. Educate your clients and prospective clients that their healing and
transformation is not a one-shot deal. Let them know that just as they
have to change the oil in their car, get their hair cut, and wash their kitchen
floor on a regular basis, they need to have regular sessions as maintenance
to keep the momentum going.
8. Pay for regular sessions with a Certified RR Practitioner who is
doing this work as their livelihood. Of course you want to give yourself
sessions and trading sessions with other practitioners is also good, but
if you want people to pay you as a professional for your RR services you
need to walk your talk. You need to pay for the very thing that you want
people to pay you for. And as you know, as the client you entrain to the
practitioner’s higher state of coherence, so doesn’t it make sense for you to
receive sessions from a professional practitioner that is resonating with and
has manifested a successful practice? I regularly receive sessions from a
certified practitioner who is doing RR on a full-time basis. I always schedule
my next appointment at the end of each session.
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9. Learn about List Building, Copy Writing, Sales and Marketing.
I used to think that my practice would grow in proportion to the state of
my own coherence, and this is true, but it will only take you so far. Action
is the bridge between intention and manifestation and how you market
yourself can make all the difference. There are proven sales and marketing
techniques that can really help you increase the amount of people who
actually sign on and pay you for your services.
10. Manage Your Money Wisely. As a self-employed professional, make
sure that you are putting aside enough money to cover your taxes, your
continuing education and your professional development so you can take
seminars and receive sessions. Start building a savings cushion to carry
you through the slow times. There have been times when my practice
has slowed to a near stop, and I can see in retrospect that this time was
necessary for me to re-think my approach, revitalize myself, or take time
out for my own healing journey. If you’ve put money aside to carry you
through these times, you can weather them as the gift and opportunity
that they are, instead of going into panic mode. Even if you are just barely
making ends meet, get in the habit of budgeting and saving — now. Even
if you can only put away 50 cents or a $1 out of every session you give —
it’s the habit not the amount that’s important. I found that once you show
the Universe that you are a wise money manager, the Universe will start
sending you more money to wisely manage.
Here’s a Bonus Tip: Don’t Go It Alone. Everyone needs someone in
their corner. Whether it’s your significant other, a friend, a colleague, or a
professional business coach, find someone who believes in you and what
you are doing. And reach out to them in times of doubt or despair. Their
enthusiasm will help to carry you.
In addition, if you want to play a bigger game, you have to have
a bigger team. Depending on your vision for your practice, there may
come a time when you have to hire help in order to manifest your vision.
This may take a leap of faith and require that you develop new skills and
a higher level of organization and planning so that you can delegate tasks
effectively. If you’re feeling bogged down by a certain task, think about
getting some help. You’ll free up your time, energy and creativity and your
practice will grow.
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Elizabeth Tobin, JD is a Certified Resonance Repatterning® Practitioner who
earns her livelihood through her full-time RR practice. Geographically based in
Boston, MA, Elizabeth serves an international clientele. If you have a question
for Elizabeth you can email her at et@LizTobin.com.

Join these On-going Monthly
Proxy Sessions
“Transforming Money
Archetypes” &
“Ultimate Well-Being”
“You have helped me TREMENDOUSLY
with weight loss! I have gone down
2 sizes and am off of “the hard stuff”
(sugar and refined flours)!” Thank you!
~ Carol Ann Ciocco, PA, proxy group participant

Elizabeth Tobin, JD
Certified Resonance Repatterning® Practitioner

et@LizTobin.com
617-469-2930
Register Now at:

http://LizTobin.com

The Art of Soaring
Book Review by Sally Herr, M.A., Certified Practitioner, Portland, Maine

T

here is deep wisdom that comes from the Russian spirit—one that knows
pain and also knows laughter. They learned this wisdom from a history
of sorrows.
The book, The Art of Soaring, by Vladimir Dolokhov and Vadim Gurangov,
is about changing our reality through the art of imagination and laughter.
It was a Russian best seller when it was first published in Russia in 1998—
and for good reason. It has now been translated into English. It describes
everyday magical techniques which are simple and have transformative
powers.
We are the creators of our reality. We do this collectively as well as
individually. When we become oh so serious about our problems, we worry
and stew over them and then we create problems on top of our problems.
There is an ancient tradition in Russia and a teaching about how to overcome
issues, conflict, violence, and negativity through laughter. Laughter releases
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all the tension. Things that you thought were impossible become within your
arms’ reach. This book presents a series of techniques that help you turn
what appeared to be an impossible challenge into a joke. Then you can no
longer be serious about the problem and the problem disappears or you can
use that freed up energy to do something about your concern.
As adults we believe that silliness and playfulness is only for children.
Because we adults create a mental image of play not being appropriate,
we stay stuck in the seriousness of our problems. This book supports us
to reclaim the wisdom of not looking back at the darkness of our lives but
rather looking towards the light through humor and joy. The book calls you
to become a magician, someone who soars, who is playful in life.
The first part of the book delineates the techniques and the second half tells
stories of people who have used these techniques. Here is a description of
some of the techniques.
Mindfulness. If you come to something dark in your life, find some
goodness in the situation and exaggerate the good to a lavish absurd image
so that the problem dissolves through laughter. Let’s say there is someone
who is very critical toward you. Let’s also say this person likes pottery—
that’s good. We could imagine something preposterously funny about
this person. Imagine this person making the biggest, most beautiful pots
imaginable. They are so exquisite that he becomes the most famous potter
in the world and people fly from all over the world to see these pots. He has
to buy an airplane hanger at the airport to exhibit his pots, but even that
gets to be too small, so his city builds him his own airport for his exhibits—
an airport that is made out of pottery. The original problem goes away and
internally you have given that person what he needed—acknowledgement.
One might notice that your lightness transforms the person’s crabbiness, or
you might notice that that person’s crabbiness no longer has the same effect
on you.
Renaming. When we have problems, we lock ourselves up by our image of
who we are. The authors suggest that instead of saying, “I am the one who
never makes enough money to survive,” change your name to something
light like “I am the one who eats delicious strawberries.” Perhaps you have
named yourself, “I am the one who gets cheated in relationships.” You
could make up something really absurd like, “I am the one who is a purple
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dragonfly with diamond wings and who play with can openers.” You could
playfully suggest a great future for yourself. If you can’t sell your house,
name yourself something funny like: “I am the one who sells my house to
aliens.” Then make up a funny story about the aliens who love and buy the
house.
Richard Bach states “There is no such thing as a problem without a gift for
you in its hands. You seek problems because you need their gifts.” (From
Illusions by Richard Bach.) The Art of Soaring suggests that you find the true
gift to the problem that you have and be truly grateful for its gift.
Albert Einstein said, “Imagination is more important than knowledge. For
knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, while imagination
embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and
understand.” This book shows us how to use our imagination to manifest
what is good. I believe that it is through the principle like unto what are
written in this book that we transform who we are into to what we are to
become in the next few years.
Book Review: The Art of Soaring by Vladimir Dolokhov and Vadim Gurangov
©1998. English translation ©2010 by Deepsnow Press.
Sally Herr, MA is the owner of New Era Therapies in Portland, Maine. She is
a Certified Speech-Language Pathologist, Registered CranioSacral Therapist®,
Polarity Practitioner, a Kinesiology Practitioner and Resonance Repatterning®
Practitioner. Sally is a Repatterning Practitioners Association board member.
For the past 16 years Sally has guided people like you safely and easily into
the life of their dreams. Call 207 879-6007 today for your free 15-minute
phone consultation. Start now towards the life you want. Sessions are given
in person, or by phone (from the comfort of your home). sally@sallyherr.com
sallyherr.com
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The Alchemist
By Paul Coelho
PROLOGUE: Translated by Clifford E. Landers
This story, which is about Narcissus, begins this book.
“The alchemist knew the legend of Narcissus, a youth who knelt daily beside a lake to
contemplate his own beauty. He was so fascinated by himself that, one morning, he fell into the
lake and drowned. At the spot where he fell, a flower was born which was called the narcissus.
But this was not how the author of the book ended the story.
He said that when Narcissus died, the goddesses of the forest appeared and found the lake,
which had been fresh water, transformed into a lake of salty tears.
‘Why do you weep?’ the goddesses asked.
‘I weep for Narcissus,’ the lake replied.
‘Ah, it is no surprise that you weep for Narcissus,’ they said, ‘for though we always pursued him
in the forest you alone could contemplate his beauty close at hand.’
‘But….was Narcissus beautiful?’ the lake asked.
‘Who better than you to know that?’ the goddesses said in wonder. ‘After all, it was by your
banks that he knelt each day to contemplate himself!’
The lake was silent for some time. Finally, it said:
‘I weep for Narcissus, but I never noticed that Narcissus was beautiful. I weep because, each
time he knelt beside my banks, I could see in the depths of his eyes, my own beauty reflected.’
‘What a lovely story,’ the alchemist thought.”
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The Alchemist
Book Review by Nancy Martin, Certified Practitioner, Providence, RI

A

dream about finding a treasure in the Pyramids of Egypt is the
beginning of the hero’s story of connection to Source. Santiago was a

young shepherd boy in the fields of Andalusia, Spain, after having attended
a seminary until he was 16. Although his parents, simple farmers, envisioned
his becoming a priest, he decided he wanted to know the world, a desire he
had held since he was a child. His father had told him only those with lots of
money or shepherds could travel. So he chose the life of a shepherd. When
he accepted gold coins his father had found in the fields and intended for his
inheritance, he sensed his father, too, had wished to travel but had buried
that desire in order to provide for his family. He used the coins to buy his
flock.
Again, the dream returned; he saw a child playing with his lambs and,
taking his hands, transported him to the Pyramids in Egypt and told him
he would find a hidden treasure there. However, he awakened before
learning the exact location. Having heard of an old Gypsy woman in Tarifa
who interpreted dreams, he sought her out. She demanded he promise her
1/10th of the treasure if he found it. She said dreams are the language of
God, “When he speaks in our language, I can interpret what he has said. But
if he speaks in the language of the soul, only you can understand it.” Since it
was a child who showed him the Pyramids in Egypt, she told him he must go
and that he would find his treasure.
Later that same day, he met a mysterious aged man in the marketplace
who claimed to be the king of Salem and engaged him in conversation. This
Melchizedek seemed to read his mind and amazingly wrote the names in
the sand of his father and mother as well as the name of the seminary he
had attended without his having mentioned them at all. He also knew about
Santiago’s hidden treasure. His explanation for talking with him was that
Santiago had discovered his Personal Legend, what he had always wanted
to accomplish. Although people know what their Personal Legend is when
they are young, when older they experience a mysterious force that tells
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them realizing it will be impossible. This force appears to be negative, but
in reality it prepares the spirit and will to realize one’s mission on earth
because the desire originated in the soul of the universe. “To realize one’s
destiny is a person’s only real obligation.” He added, “When you want
something, all the world conspires in helping you to achieve it.” Since he
understood Santiago was about to give up on his hidden treasure, he offered
to help him find it if he gave him 1/10th of his flock of sheep.
The boy anguished between being drawn to his flock, the familiar life, and
also to his treasure, something that he wanted to have. The levanter, the
wind from the eastern end of the Mediterranean, blew stronger, carrying the
smell of the desert of Africa and imaginings of the men who had dreamed
of gold and adventure. He decided to meet the old man the next day, to
give him the portion of his flock, sell the rest and travel to Tangier in Africa.
Melchizedek instructed him to follow the omens, which he will learn to read,
because God prepares a path for everyone to follow. To aid him, he gave
the boy two stones, Urim and Thummim; the black signified ’yes’ and the
white ‘no’ when responding to an objective question. (In the Bible Urim
and Thummim were the only divination form permitted by God.) But he
cautioned him to try to make his own decisions and to remember everything
he deals with is only one thing and nothing else.
He learned the path to take by observing the ground and sky. He later
realized he saw the world in terms of what he would like to see happen,
not what actually does. He also recognized he had a sense of people and
whether they were close to their Personal Legend—he called it a language
without words. It was also a language of enthusiasm, of things accomplished
with love and purpose, and as a part of a search for something believed in
and desired.
Nevertheless, his challenges and lessons were many. After a thief stole all
his money, he found a job with a crystal merchant and worked for a year to
recover his losses and return home. An unexpected event changed his plans
again. On a desert caravan, Santiago met an intriguing Englishman who was
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seeking the one true language of the universe—alchemy—and the 200-yearold alchemist living in an oasis in the desert who was able to transform lead
into gold.
Understanding came to him that “intuition is really a sudden immersion of
the soul into the universal current of life, where the histories of all people
are connected and we are able to know everything, because it’s all written
there.” ‘Maktub’ in Arabic means “It is written.” Our fear of losing what we
have evaporates when we understand that our life stories and the history of
the world were written by the same hand.
The alchemists believed that if a metal is heated for many years, it would
free itself of all its properties and what was left was the Soul of the World
and that everything in the world, including thoughts, has a soul. This was
the language with which all things communicated. That discovery was called
Master Work—part liquid and part solid. Elixir of Life was the liquid part and
cured all illnesses. The solid part was the Philosopher’s Stone, a small sliver
of which could transform large quantities of metal into gold.
The most important part of the language that all the world spoke and was
capable of understanding in their heart was love. Santiago met a beautiful
young woman, Fatima, at the well in the oasis of the alchemist. She
supported his dreams, her part in them and was willing to wait for him,
believing he would return to her from the Pyramids. If not, he would become
part of the clouds, the animals of the earth, the water—a part of everything,
the Soul of the World. The wise men understood that through the natural
visual objects of this world—only images of paradise—can man understand
God’s spiritual teachings and the marvels of his wisdom. To understand the
desert one needs only to contemplate a grain of sand and see in it all the
marvels of creation.
The alchemist journeys with him and, through the many obstacles they
face, teaches profound truths of the present being the secret to the future
and that you can improve on the present with its omens, living each day
according to the teachings, confident that God loves his/her children, that
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everyone has a treasure awaiting them and that there is courage to try what
has seemed impossible. True alchemists understood gold was the metal that
evolved the furthest and was the basis for evolution, not as a symbol of
conflict, but for the good of man. Everything in the universe has evolved and
each instance causes everything around it to evolve as well.
This is an amazing tale about dreams, heart, wisdom and possibility. The
hidden treasure is found in the most unexpected place, and I’m sure you will
rejoice with Santiago.

The Repatterning Practitioners Association
Together we are more!
TM

Login at www.RPAmembers.org for more details

What The RPA Board and Committees Are Working on Next—Your Participation is Key!
Volunteer Opportunities: The Association is an all volunteer organization. We depend on the
involvement and contributions of all of our members. There are some very simple ways you can pitch in
and benefit!
- Learn key virtual tools that bring groups together that you can apply to your own business
- Engage in meaningful discussions with colleagues and share ideas
- Have consistent repatternings for our shared goals and vision as we use the RR System in meetings 		
and between meetings.
Choose a committee, a project or board participation.
Choose a committee, a project or board participation. Currently we need:
- Membership Chair to work with Carolyn Winter on membership communications and benefits.
- Community Blogger – someone who would like to write about the features of the new RPA 		
community section, help orientate members, and encourage participation with a regular weekly 		
blog post. Would prefer someone who would also like to be a board member. Interested. Let’s talk!
- World Peace Hologram Committee – Members need to help develop the program, and the way
we market it.

Contact President Karen Kent at 609-716-8700 to discuss possibilities for volunteering. In

addition to the personal benefits of working closely with others in the Association, you will be making
a contribution that benefits all of us for years to come.
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